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Address OM Glass Works Pvt. Limited 
Advance Group of Glass industries 
UB 24, Jawahar Nagar 
Delhi 110 007 Advance Puram Raja Ka Tal 
283203 Agra Road Firozbad

Country India

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
We offer a wide range of varity in our products in all Glasses 
We have the expertise in Glass Coating and Flask Polishing

OM Glass specializes in production of Double Walled Glass Refill for Vacuum Flasks. We regularly produce glass refills from 125ml capacity upto
3000ml in both traditional narrow mouth (flasks) and also in wide mouth (food flasks) categories. We are one of the very few manufacturers in the
world, capable of producing refills upto 3000ml.

Silver Coated Vacuum Automatic Bulb Shell Glass Bottles Automatic Bulb Shells

The designs of each individual customer are kept confidential. The company uses ´Einedrucker Technology´ in which both the inner and outer walls
are blown together to make a single piece Glass Refill. Since the unit is a single piece without any welding, it has better mechanical strength. Further
spacers are NOT used between two walls. Although most of our production is with ´side nozzle (Capillary)´, we are fully capable and equipped for
production of glass refills with ´center nozzle´.
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